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As we look ahead to strengthening our
programming, to securing a viable location for
the centre (whether that be remaining in
Portage Place or another venue) and to
exploring new delivery methods that promote
independence for Manitobans with disabilities,
we see change around us. We fear falling to
one side of the path, instead focusing on
making our own decisions and choices.

From the
Soapbox
John Young

C

learing a path means setting
achievable goals and accessing the
right tools and resources to garner
independence and autonomy. I have
learned that choosing the path itself is a very
important aspect, given that some who
choose to skate the very fine line between
two choices often themselves falling on side
or the other. Given that the Il Philosophy is
founded on aspects of choice and consumer
control, it is becoming more and more vital
that individuals make those choices on their
own when they are ready, rather than waiting
for someone else.

Zola said that it is not the level of supports
needed but, rather, what can be done with the
supports already in place to garner
independence for individual and family. This
is equally true when clearing one’s path to
independence.

Settling on a Master
Plan
Patrick Stewart

These past months at ILRC have been
challenging, given the emerging issues with
Transit Plus, the plethora of community
consultations on accessible transportation
and the new Accessibility standards under the
provincial act. ILRC has taken ownership and
control of as many aspects of its programming
as possible: this includes training, core
programming, Personal Attendant Community
Education training and various community
living programs. The biggest fear of any nonprofit is having funding sources cut or
decreased and this has only encouraged the
centre to expand its delivery, to try newer
models and avenues of generating income.
We know that if we do not create our own
path to independence, it isn’t likely someone
will do it for us. This is the same for members
of the disability community: waiting for
someone to create independence for you is
foolhardy.

W

hether a rider of Transit Plus, fixed
route Transit, or both, Winnipeg
Transit’s (much delayed) 25 Year
Master Plan (WTMP) might be
viewed skeptically if you are a person with a
disability, especially considering how long the
community has already waited for basic
improvements to accessibility and equal
access to our transportation system.
So far the WTMP proposes a complete
redrawing of the transit grid, using simplified
bus lines to decrease wait times at stops and
get people where they need to go faster.
Rather than buses taking long journeys from
residential neighbourhoods, through
downtown, and back again, there will be
instead high volume routes travelling in
straight lines (on busy streets), connected to
local “feeder” routes that operate less
3

process it took community members speaking
up at city hall to have the report include basic
questions like: “how much will ridership
increase in the next five years?” and “how
many users are receiving one-way-trips?”.
Will this report be released before or after the
WTMP Transit Plus consultation? This lack of
foresight and attention to detail does not
exactly instill confidence in the WTMP’s ability
to improve access for passengers with
disabilities. Instead of asking the hard
questions the city prefers to play three card
monte, concealing deficiencies in service,
limiting access, displaying an appropriate
amount of concern when yet another horror
story hits the newswire and promising that
there will be some report in the future to sort it
all out. It may be worth mentioning that our
last Transit Master Plan was released in
2011…and we all remember how that one
fixed everything (insert sarcastic eye roll
here).

frequently. To make this work riders will have
to transfer buses more often and travel
greater distances as pedestrians to get to
their stops. For citizens with mobility
restrictions, especially wheelchair users,
every transfer represents the possibility of
encountering a barrier, whether it’s an
inaccessible stop, a snow packed sidewalk, a
full bus, an unhelpful operator or someone
refusing to vacate the accessible seating
area. So far the city has done nothing to
alleviate these concerns, and has instead
proposed a 50% cut in the budget used for
maintaining bus stop accessibility, released a
damaging and baseless report stating that
improving wheelchair access would cost $130
million dollars and has completely ignored the
impending Accessibility for Manitobans Act
Transportation Standard which includes many
practical policy improvements.
As for Transit Plus, which the WTMP refers to
as a “specialized program” (thanks for that)
there has been zero community consultation
so far, and despite years of embarrassment
appears to be an afterthought yet again. The
city may need to be reminded that they have
pledged many times that the WTMP will
address: 1) eliminating the 500 m. rule and 2)
revising Transit Plus’ eligibility criteria, maybe
the two most significant of the Ombudman’s
recommendations.
Planning for the future is always a good thing,
but that’s with the assumption that we are not
planning to fail. Presently city council is
awaiting a report from Transit Plus that will
detail the resources required to implement the
reaming Ombudsman recommendations (like
setting up an email address), and while this
report is not due until January (2020) budget
consultations are already reaching their final
stages. Over a year later, how is Transit Plus
just now stating what resources they will
need? The report will also include statistical
information on the quality of service being
provided, but much like the Ombudsman
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Set Your Own Path to
Independence

A few of the areas in which we offer
information and support will include:
•
•
•
•
•

Doug Lockhart

W

ho knows the impact of lived
oppression better than the person
themself? You are your best
advocate as only you know how you
were impacted by these experiences. This is
the message ILRC is rolling out to people
interested in our Advocacy training which will
be launched in February of 2020. We are
excited for the opportunity to describe some
tools, deliver skill building opportunities that
support people in navigating their own
pathways towards independence. We often
quote Zola who said; “Independence is not
the quality of tasks you can perform without
assistance, but the quality of life we can live
with help.”

Rights to Essential Services
Home Care
Human Rights
Tenant and Housing Rights
Social Services and related benefits

With the goal of Self Advocacy being to
support you in gaining a practical set of
advocacy skills which can be applied to any
area of your life, we hope many people will
take advantage of this opportunity to navigate
your pathway to independence. Check out our
website or call or drop by our Centre to find
out the launch date of this exciting program.

Did You Know?

This training will expose you to planning
strategies, goal setting, communicating your
message to garner the right attention and
creating action plans that maximise your
effectiveness as your own advocate. Your
action in controlling the outcome of events
that impact you is self-determination. It is your
opportunity to create the changes you want to
see in your life. Self-determination includes
skills related to self-awareness, selfadvocacy, self-efficacy, decision-making, selfmanagement, and self-evaluation. SelfAdvocacy is: learning about your rights and
responsibilities, exercising your rights and
navigating advocacy issues and making
choices about directing your advocacy goals.

Chelsey Sommerfield

T

he Manitoba government is in the
process of developing a new income
support program for Manitobans with
disabilities that is distinct from
Employment and Income Assistance. There is
an online survey available to all
Manitobans to provide your feedback on
some fundamental questions that will help
inform the parameters of the new program.
This preliminary consultation is the first step in
a multi-staged consultation plan, so there will
be additional opportunities for you to provide
feedback as the new program is being
developed and implemented. The survey will
be available online until January 31, 2020.

The Self Advocacy Program at ILRC is
designed to support you in gaining the skills
and knowledge necessary to advocate for
yourself across different systems and issues.
5

https://www.gov.mb.ca/fs/disability-incomeprogram-consultations.html

issues of inaccessibility, underemployment
and lack of opportunity, it can be very difficult
to answer the questions of where and what to
be, let alone clearing the path to get there.

ILRC hosts educational workshops once a
month for consumers to strengthen their skills
to live the more independently. This is put on
through the IL Skills/Peer Support Program.
We are continuously looking for new ideas for
presentations. If you have any ideas for future
workshops or are wanting to be added to the
email notification list for upcoming workshops,
call 204-947-0194 or email
workshops@ilrc.mb.ca

My two young children are often faced with
questions like “What do you want to be when
you grow up?” or “What job do you want to
have when you are older?” (Mind you, these
are questions I never ask personally) Kids do
their best to answer stoically or to provide a
response expected of them but, truly, what if
they want to be a variety of things? Is it fair to
say that the path in life leads to but one
career destination when it can in fact lead to
several places at once or at differing times?
We shouldn’t have to centre on one job,
mostly due to the fact that 10-15 year careers
are the exception and not the norm
nowadays.

Women are recommended to get a PAP test
done once every three years to catch
abnormal cells early. Did you know there are
multiple PAP Test Clinics in Manitoba?
Regardless of whether you have a general
practitioner or not, you are eligible for a
screening. Some PAP test sites are
wheelchair accessible, have an attendant
available to help women transfer to the
height-adjustable exam table and a Hoyer lift
on site. Call CervixCheck at 1-855-95-CHECK
or go to www.cancercare.mb.ca to find the
clinic nearest you that meets your needs!

Author Emilie Wapnick coined the term “multipotentialite” to mean any person who has
many different interests and creative pursuits
in life. In fact, the idea of multipotentiality has
been around since the early 70s; it refers to
the ability to have exceptional talents at
varying times, any one or more of which could
make for a great career for that person. A
multi-potentialite rejects the notion that there
exists one true pathway or calling for anyone;
instead, people can and should foster abilities
in many different fields to use at different
times in their lives. This translates to not
having one or two jobs but many through a
person’s lifetime.

Multi-Potentialite

One of the three criteria for a multi-potentialite
is adaptability and that is a crucial
characteristic that many persons with
disabilities have been forced to embrace and
master to varying degrees. In a society where
inequities exist, accessible transportation
continues to elude the public and general
attitudinal barriers are still prevalent, the

Robert Mitchell

D

etermining who we want to be and
where we want to go in today’s socioeconomic landscape is not an easy
task. Especially when faced with
6

Advocacy and Mental
Health

ability to adapt and learn has become a
keystone to survival. Adaptability and rapid
learning are key traits for the multipotentialite. Ask yourself how many careers
you have had, how many interests and
pursuits or how many courses or workshops
you have under your belt and you may also
identify as a multi-potentialite.

Mandi Panetta

N

avigating through different
organizations and following procedures
on the road of self-advocacy can be a
challenging endeavor even when we
are at our best. For those of you like myself
who have a mental health disorder it can feel
even more overwhelming. There were times
in my past when simple tasks proved to be
major hurdles that I could not consider
tackling without the support of my community
mental health worker. Having that support at
my side gave me the strength and
determination to carry on and tackle my
issues and concerns head on.

Not unlike many others in the community, I
have found myself tempering my expectation
and adapting to the reality of a situation on
more than one occasion. I have probably had
over 10 different careers or jobs in my lifetime
and will probably find a few more before I am
done. And that’s okay. If anything, it teaches
me to support my kids to answer those
annoying questions a different way.

It is not always such an easy task however. I
did have to self-advocate even to my mental
health worker regularly for the support I
needed. High caseloads for workers often
means they have limited time to devote to
each individual and unless we voice our
needs we may be at risk of being over-looked.
Seemingly high employee turnover rates has
left me once again having to introduce myself
to my fourth worker in the past four years.
But the benefits of having that extra support
far outweighs the bumps along the way. If
you or someone you know requires the
assistance of a community mental health
worker to help with self-advocacy, please
contact ILRC’s Information and Referral team
at 204-947-0194.

Their answer to the question “What do you
want to be?” has now become “for the time
being, I choose to be (insert career here). But
I might change my mind.”

ILRC supports a “Stay Healthy” policy for
all consumers, volunteers, visitors and
staff members.
Please DO NOT come to the office if you
are sick. Do your part to help everyone
stay healthy!
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Clear Your Own Path

forward by our brain that we might be staying
the same. It is incumbent upon us to give
ourselves the chance to change and grow, to
declutter our lives and never stop learning. We
must not be afraid of what might happen if we
step forward into the wilderness of the
unknown.

Monica Mukora, PACE Graduate

S

ometimes in life we get stuck, caught in
a snare of indecisions. Sometimes, we
wake up thinking that we will finally
gather the courage to see through some
of the promises we made to ourselves ages
ago. Through my experience in PACE, I have
learned that persons born with disabilities are
no different; they face challenges everyday as
they strive to achieve independence, and they
have their own dreams and goals in life. For
persons whose disability comes much later in
adulthood, the adjustment is more difficult,
especially because they may have to change
their whole routine and learn new things much
later in life. However, despite this, we see
people with disabilities in life who have
overcome all this – they have jobs, have
children, have businesses and are successful.

Tech Corner
Jason Hirose

I

I’ve recently been having many
people coming to me, telling me that their
computer no longer has any storage space
free. Since this issue’s theme is clearing a
path I thought a quick tutorial on cleaning up
a computer would be in order. While these
instructions should be completely safe you
are deleting files so do proceed with caution.
All of these instructions assume that you are
running a version of Windows. You can easily
find alternative directions for Apple computers
online.

How do we clear our own path? Attitude is
everything and having a positive expectation
for yourself and the future goes a long way. For
the disability community, programs like PACE
are important tools to provide support so they
can achieve independence. I have watched as
the disability community around me continues
to find solutions that are befitting to the task at
hand to minimize the dependence on those
around them. In a way, living with a disability is
not a declaration of inability; it is a statement of
being able to live life independently and
despite of any perceived disability. As PACE
graduates, we are always mindful that we are
all temporarily able bodied and, at some point
in life, we will require support.

Frequently the easiest way to clear up space
on a computer is to empty the recycle bin.
That being said some people store things in
the recycle bin so be careful if you share your
computer with others.
Next up is to run the built-in Disk Cleanup
utility. To get to this tool press the Windows
button on the keyboard (the one between the
CTRL and ALT keys) then type “cleanmgr”
without the quotes then press enter.

Change is a fundamental aspect of life. Every
waking moment, change is taking place; we
are never the same as we were the day before
or the previous year. We are constantly
learning and relearning new things about
ourselves and about others. We are getting
better in every way despite the illusions put

The disk cleanup tool should pop up. It might
ask you which drive you wish to clean. If so
select drive C. People familiar with this tool
should know that it has an advanced mode
which can be unlocked by clicking on the
“Clean up system files” button in the bottom
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left. This mode gives you the option to
remove old system files and updates which
are no longer in use. While the tool may seem
intimidating the majority of the files that the
tool will remove are safe get rid of. As I
mentioned before watch the recycle bin. Even
if you don’t feel comfortable actually deleting
things this tool will give you an idea of how
much room is being taken up by useless files.
More advanced users may wish to dig a bit
deeper. There are folders hidden within your
drive that will also hold onto unwanted files.
The generic one is located at
c:\Windows\Temp . For each user there is
also a separate temporary folder. For older
versions of Windows it can be found at
c:\Documents and Settings\username\Local
Settings\Temp . For newer versions it can be
found at
c:\Users\username\AppData\Local\Temp
Each of these folders are hidden so you might
need to reveal hidden folders in order to find
them. All files within should be safe to delete
but if you find any that are listed as being in
use, you can always try to restart your
computer and try again.
In addition to clearing up space the added
benefit to a cleaner drive is that your
computer will run faster. The hard drive is the
slowest component in just about every
computer and any drive that is more than half
full will experience an increase in speed by
clearing up some space. So enjoy the
freedom that comes with a clear drive.
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2020 WINTER SCHEDULE
PEER SUPPORT/ I.L. SKILLS WORKSHOPS
311A – 393 Portage Ave.
Allan Simpson Boardroom
For more information on upcoming I.L. Skills Workshops or to
register please contact: Chelsey Sommerfield at:
204-947-0194 or email workshops@ilrc.mb.ca
Wednesday, January 29
Disability & Taxes: Are you ready for the upcoming tax season?
Time: 1:30-3:30
Tuesday, February 25
Engaging Effectively in the Healthcare System
Time: 1:00-3:00
Alternate Formats and Webcasting are available upon request.
Please Note: Time, date and/or topic of workshop may be subject to
change
Therefore we encourage those interested in attending to please
register. Registration ensures notification of workshop changes.
ILRC is a scent free office.

Personal Attendant Community Education
Personal Attendant Community Education (PACE) trains able-bodied persons to become
Independent Living Attendants (ILA’s) for people with disabilities. PACE is a recognized
curriculum, developed, designed and delivered by people with disabilities to promote consumer
choice and control in daily decisions that impact their lives. Follow-up surveys indicate over 90%
success rate in obtaining employment in this field following graduation. The training is five weeks
long. It runs Monday to Friday with classes from 9:00 AM – 4:00 PM daily. Community training
hours are early morning, afternoon and late evening.

We are currently taking applications for any of the following sessions:
Session Dates

Registration Deadline

Session 91:

January 13 to February 14, 2020

January 6, 2020

Session 92:

February 24 to March 27, 2020

February 10, 2020

Session 93:

April 14 to May 15, 2020

March 30, 2020

Session 94:

June 29 to July 31, 2020

June 15, 2020

Session 95:

August 17 to September 18, 2020

August 3, 2020

Session 96:

September 28 to October 30, 2020

September 14, 2020

Session 97:

November 9 to December 11, 2020

October 26, 2020

311A-393 Portage Ave.
(3 floor of Portage Place Shopping Centre)
204-947-0194
rd
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
Your membership helps support newsletter distribution. Being a member has its benefits in
that you can vote at our next annual meeting and receive exclusive invitations to community
events. If you have not renewed your membership, please do so. The cost is $5.00.
Please inform us about the following:
___ New Member
___ Renewal
___ I prefer not to receive any mailings from ILRC.
Name: _________________________
Org. Name: ___________________

Visit Us at www.ilrc.mb.ca

Phone: _________________________
Address:________________________
Postal Code:_____________________

ILRC STAFF

Executive Director: John Young
Project Development and Training
Coordinator: Doug Lockhart
Operations and Administration Coordinator:
Robert Mitchell
Finance and Accounts Coordinator:
Eugene del Mundo
Payroll Coordinator: Sonia Muncal
Reception: Mandi Panetta; Volunteers
Media/Web Administrator: Jason Hirose
Information & Referral:
Independent Living Skills/Peer Support:
IL Consultants: Chelsey Sommerfield,
Natalie Pirson
Individual Self-Advocacy:
DART Team
Personal Attendant Community Education
(PACE)
IL Consultant: Susianti Fierce

Community Living Program
IL Consultant: Natasha Klassen
IL Consultant: Krystal Polson
Qu’Appelle Tenant Resource Coordinator:
Kelly Thurston
Independent Living Staffing: Romeo Recalde,
Christina Buebos, Kishana Williams
MIST Housing Team Leader: Francesca de
Fiesta
Leisure Education:
IL Consultants: Natasha Klassen, Yonas
Bekele, Oliver Gutierrez, Shelly Walker
Disability Awareness Resource Training
(DART)
IL Consultants: Patrick Stewart, Kishana
Williams; Mandi Panetta
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